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Cold Chain training starts
with the simple things
Mark Mitchell, Chairman of the Australian Food Cold Chain Council, tells us why the humble
thermometer is so important in making sure Australia has a thriving cold chain supply.

A

new training initiative
based on the thermometer
is about to be introduced to
the Australian cold chain industry.
It is seen as a practical move to help
combat the country’s serious food
loss and wastage problem, estimated
to cost the country nearly $4 billion a
year at farm gate value.
The Australian Food Cold
Chain Council (AFCCC), the
peak advocacy body comprising
concerned industry leaders covering
refrigeration assets, transport and
food distribution, will release
an online education program,
Thermometers and the Cold Chain
Practitioner this month.
The program is aimed squarely

at those the AFCCC regards as the
super heroes of the food cold chain
process – the people who oversee
the movement of food through
refrigerated transports, loading docks
and cold rooms across the nation.
Industry research convinced the
AFCCC that Australia desperately
needed a new Cold Food Code that
should be adopted by industry to
stimulate a nation-wide educational
push to bring Australian cold chain
practices up to the much higher
international standard.
The educational program starting
with temperature measurement is the
first of a planned five-code series.
The AFCCC has invested in new
online education software that will be

The cold chain has an important role in reducing
Australia’s issue with wasting up to two million
tonnes of fruit and vegetables every year.
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"Industry research convinced the
AFCCC that Australia desperately needed
a new Cold Food Code that should be
adopted by industry to stimulate a nationwide educational push to bring Australian
cold chain practices up to the much
higher international standard."
used to develop training programs to
support the release of the actual Code
document that will cover temperature
technologies and how they should
be used for monitoring a variety of
foods carried in the cold chain.
The initiative runs alongside the
work being done by other authorities,
including Food Innovation Australia

(FIAL) and the Commonwealth
Government, which has signed up to
a United Nations treaty to halve food
wastage by 2030.
Some of the rising levels
of national food wastage is
considered to be the result of poor
temperature management, and poor
understanding of how refrigeration
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Poor refrigeration practices can dramatically
decrease the shelf life of produce.
works in a range of storage
environments. This includes from
cold storage rooms through to
trucks and trailers, and even home
delivery vans.
Australia has world-class
refrigeration and monitoring
technologies, but the AFCCC
believes industry will have to adopt
serious training programs so that
those responsible for moving food
and pharmaceuticals around the
country can get the best out of the
available technologies.
Because of the vast distances in
this country, food transport is a series
of refrigerated events, in the hands of
a range of stake holders.
Mangoes picked in the
Northern Territory may be handled
through stationary and mobile
refrigerated spaces as many as 14
times by multiple owners on a 3,400
km journey to Melbourne.
If temperature abuse through poor
refrigeration practices occurs in just
one of those spaces, the losses at the
consumer end are compounded, and
shelf life can be either drastically

reduced, or result in the whole load
being sent to landfill.
People working at the coalface
of the industry can sign on
independently to do the course,
which the AFCCC believes will be
an important next phase in their
professional journey. Kindred
organisations involved in the cold

on assembling the research and
expertise to complete further parts
of the overall Code of Practice. This
will ultimately be gifted to the cold
chain industry for the the purposes of
universal adoption.
The extent of food wastage in
this country should not be underestimated.

"Australia has world-class refrigeration
and monitoring technologies, but AFCCC
believes industry will have to adopt serious
training programs so that those responsible
for moving food and pharmaceuticals
around the country can get the best
out of the available technologies."
chain will be encouraged to become
retailers of the education program.
Many industry groups have already
signed up to help drive cold chain
practitioners to the training program
from their own websites.
There will only be modest charges
for the course, which will help
fund AFCCC’s continuing work

It is almost criminal that one
quarter of Australia’s production of
fruit and vegetables are never eaten
and end up in land fill or rotting at
the farm gate.
This loss alone accounts for
almost two million tonnes of
otherwise edible food, worth
$3 billion.

A government-sponsored study
released earlier in 2020 revealed that
meat and seafood waste in the cold
chain costs the country another $90
million and dairy losses total $70
million.
It’s not just the wasted food at
stake. The impacts on greenhouse
emissions, water usage and energy
consumption will end up being felt
nationwide. F
The AFCCC was formed in mid
2017 by a cross section of industry
leaders covering manufacturing,
food transport, refrigeration and
cold chain services.
The Council sees itself as an
important part of the solution,
encouraging innovation,
compliance, waste reduction and
safety across the Australian food
cold chain.
The new Council is not about
promoting an industry – it wants to
change the industry for the better.
It acknowledges that Australia’s
track record in efficient cold food
handling, from farm to plate, is far
from perfect.
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